Abstract --This p a p er p resents a numerical model of High Pressure Sodium (HPS) lam p s including the acoustic streaming.
INTRODUCTION
HPS lamps are artificial light sources that generate light by the transformation of electrical power into luminous power. This transformation is obtained by applying an electrical field on a gas enclosed in a burner at high pressure which allows its ionisation. Notwithstanding, lamp operation at high frequency is usually obstructed by a destructive phenomenon, provoking lamp arc instability, known as Acoustic Resonance (AR) [1] [2] . Nowadays, the available commercial electronic ballasts used to supply HPS lamps usually operate at low frequency (several hundred hertz) square waves in order to avoid the occurrence of arc instabilities. Indeed, at high frequency (from several kHz to some hundreds of kHz), the AR appear when a standing pressure wave develops inside the lamp burner.
The advantages of ballast operation at higher frequencies than the conventional line frequency rely on the gain of ballast weight, size and cost. It was shown that the best operation frequency is around 300 kHz [3] . However, in such a high frequency operation is hard to realize due to switching limitation of power electronic components. In order to avoid the acoustic resonances, many studies of these phenomena have been carried out and many solutions have also been proposed. In [4] a modulation method based on a constant central frequency and a frequency modulation band of 10 kHz was used. Furthermore, in paper [5] [6] [7] , the frequency dependent fluctuations in light intensity were measured by broadband photodiodes for lamps of different geometries. Otherwise, according to literature [8] , lamp geometry and
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Philips Lighting BV, Lightlabs Mathildelaan 1, 5600 JM Eindhoven, The Netherlands J ohn.hirsch@philips.com operating frequency schemes are designed in order to reduce the negative effect of acoustic resonances. Another method referred to as 'spread spectrum' is also reported to reduce lamp instabilities when operated at high frequencies [9] . Lamp AR experimental characterizations are also conducted so as to define AR zones and its detections necessary for ballast design [10] . Moreover, it was demonstrated that lamp AR parameter variations depended on the power supply structure and lamp control method. However, the interaction between acoustics resonances and the arc is still poorly understood. Consequently, a model capable of taking into account this interaction is required in order to improve the physical comprehension and evaluate the impact of acoustic resonances on arc distortion with the lamp frequency. In this paper, a revision of AR characterizations is conducted in section II. A model development of AR including acoustic streaming will be provided in the following sections. The results obtained with a 2D axisymmetric HID lamp model will also be presented and discussed. This study will contribute to the understanding of AR phenomena and electronic ballast design method for AR avoidance in lamp supply.
II. AR EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATIONS
Basically, the AR is excited when the supply power frequency is equal to the AR eigenfrequency and its power is higher than certain threshold. A conventional supply for AR excitation is a low frequency squarewave current source, superimposed with a high frequency voltage source. Experimental results of power threshold in an HPS 150W lamp are illustrated in Fig. 1 [10] .
The threshold variation is so irregular that the choice of a supply power and frequency which free from AR depends on AR intrinsic characteristic. It should be noted that the AR can be different from lamp to lamp of the same type due to the geometry and gas composition tolerances in manufacturing process.
The study of an HPS lamp supply with a sinusoidal source also demonstrates that the degree of arc instability and lamp parameter variations due to AR depends on the supply frequency within the unstable AR zone (Fig. 2 ). This instability can also lead to lamp arc extinction. Furthermore, hysteresis phenomenon is presented in the discharge when lamp supply frequency sweeping is applied in increasing or decreasing direction. The experimental results given in Fig. 2 show that the AR zones and parameter variations are more pronounced in decreasing mode than in increasing mode. According to the explanation in [11], arc bending due to AR can shift the eigenfrequency, as a result, the extension of backward AR band is the consequence of frequency shifting. 40 The AR excitation phenomenon is hence related to 3 main subjects: eigenfrequency, arc fluctuation amplitude and power threshold. The model for eigenfrequency estimations has been developed so far by many literatures while a simplified model can also be obtained. Besides, the model for AR instability or fluctuation amplitude at each AR mode is less developed because of the interaction between the AR and the arc is still less understood. In this paper, an AR modeling for arc fluctuation amplitude estimation, including the acoustic streaming is presented and will be discussed in the next section. A typical HPS lamp characteristics and shape (Philips Master Son-T PIA Plus) used in our study are shown in Table  I and Fig. 3 respectively. The filling gases within the lamp tube consist mainly of a mixture of sodium, mercury and xenon. Concerning discharge modeling, the temperature in the burner is computed by the resolution of the Elenbaas-Heller equation (1) by assuming the plasma is at local thermodynamic equilibrium.
where T is arc temperature, p mass density and Cp heat capacity at a constant pressure. Furthermore, the term k corresponds to thermal conductivity. As the term U, it represents the natural convection velocity in the plasma. Thus, as for the other parts of the burner (walls and electrodes) the velocity is set as zero. The velocity is computed by the resolution of the incompressible Navier Stokes equation.
The term p in (2) represents static pressure in the burner, --I identity vector, F force in the burner volume due to gravitation (F = pg ), and l.l dynamic viscosity. Meanwhile, the term St denotes the source term which can be described in (3). It is thus composed of heat dissipation by thermal effect (uE2) and the radiation losses Urad.
To obtain the electrical field E in the burner, the current continuity equation has to be solved.
As for the radiation losses, we use the values given by Flesch [12] for sodium plasma, while neglecting the influence of mercury on the radiation losses because its impact becomes only significant at temperature higher than 5000K.
The computation of the transports coefficients is based on the mixing rules. The thermal conductivity kmixture (5) [2, 13] , the dynamic viscosity Yfmixture (6) [14] and electrical conductivity (Jmixture (8) [15] 
ki' Pi = thermal conductivity and partial pressure of species i. Yfi' Xi, Mi = dynamic viscosity, molar proportion and molar mass of species i. ne,lli = density of electron and electronic mobility of species i.
B. Acoustic resonance
When a high pressure discharge lamp operates at certain high frequencies, the discharge path can become unstable and distorted. These instabilities are due to the acoustic resonance generated by the propagation of an acoustic wave and its interaction with the discharge. The influence of acoustic resonances on the arc discharge becomes important when lamp power frequency is close to the corresponding AR eigenfrequency. The eigenvalue can be obtained by solving an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation for the plasma domain [4, 17, 18] .
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where Cs is the sound celerity of gas compound in the container, y denotes heat capacity ratio, and H constitutes the Fourier transform of the power density injected to the gas. The inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation in (10) provides only the eigenfrequencies without the amplitudes of acoustic pressure. The model does not consider the absorption losses related to surface losses due to the thermal conductivity of burner's walls, and volume losses due to the friction in the plasma generated by the thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity. In our simulation, we neglected the volumes losses due the thermal conductivity,
The later is otherwise computed by qualities factors. On the one hand, the quality factor Qt related to the conduction loss on the boundary layer with a depth d z k , and according to [4, 17, 18] can be defined as in (11).
On the other hands, the quality factor Qj related to the viscosity loss term on the boundary layer described by a given depth dj, is defined in (12) [4, 13, 14] .
In order to compute the pressure amplitude for each acoustic mode, the following equation is applied [4, 17, 18] 
Finally, the AR amplitude in function of discharge injected frequency at a given AR frequency or AR mode is described by the following equation [4, 17, 18] :
978-1-4244-9500-9/11/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE The frequency range in our study is defined as 20 kHz, nevertheless, it is possible to simulate the model at higher frequencies. It can be seen that the maximums amplitudes of AR corresponds to the pair longitudinal modes. These results correspond to the experimental study of Epron [18] on HPS lamp SON-T 400 W. Indeed, he denoted that only the pair modes appear in the sodium lamp when it supplied at high frequency. This is due to the integral pressure, as shown on This acoustic streaming causes the spatial variation of Reynolds stress by generating a net force per unit volume [19] , and influences the behavior of the plasma in the burner of HID lamp. The study carried out by Afshar [20] on acoustic resonances considered its origin to the acoustic streaming. It was demonstrated that the acoustic streaming generates a non-linear acoustic flux with mean value zero difference. The force for an axe direction 'i' F i a e o ' can be written as in (15) 
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Meanwhile, for the axe direction 'j', the corresponding force is described by: These calculated forces can be implemented in Navier Stokes equation (4) to obtain the convection velocity meanwhile considering the gravitation and the acoustic streaming in the burner of the lamp:
These resulting forces representing the streaming phenomenon need to be integrated into the AR model given in previous section, in order to implement the numerical simulations.
On the Fig.8 , we can see several fluxes of velocity generated by the acoustic streaming force. In addition of these fluxes, the amplitude of the velocity increases noticeably and it is non uniform like in the case where the acoustics resonances are not appear (Fig.7.b) . This increasing of the amplitude and the generation of the velocity fluxes explain the instabilities in the burner of HPS lamp and the displacement of the electrical arc.
IV. CONCLUSION
The revision of an AR experimental characterization method and the AR modeling including acoustic streaming are presented in this paper. The experimental results for AR excitation indicated different characteristics of lamp parameters responses during its AR excitation at high frequency. Whereas, the AR modeling is based on several coupled equations solved by Comsol finite element method considering D2 axi-symmetric discharge geometry. The simulated model allows the estimation of AR eigenfrequency and amplitude. In addition, due to the integration of acoustic streaming in our calculation, it is possible to explain the interaction between the electrical arc in the burner of HPS lamps and acoustic resonances.
